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Lattice structures have been widely used in various appli-
cations of additive manufacturing due to its superior phys-
ical properties. If modeled by triangular meshes, a lattice
structure with huge number of struts would consume mas-
sive memory. This hinders the use of lattice structures in
large-scale applications (e.g., to design the interior struc-
ture of a solid with spatially graded material properties). To
solve this issue, we propose a memory-efficient method for
the modeling and slicing of adaptive lattice structures. A
lattice structure is represented by a weighted graph where
the edge weights store the struts’ radii. When slicing the
structure, its solid model is locally evaluated through con-
volution surfaces and in a streaming manner. As such, only
limited memory is needed to generate the toolpaths of fabri-
cation. Also, the use of convolution surfaces leads to natural
blending at intersections of struts, which can avoid the stress
concentration at these regions. We also present a compu-
tational framework for optimizing supporting structures and
adapting lattice structures with prescribed density distribu-
tions. The presented methods have been validated by a se-
ries of case studies with large number (up to 100M) of struts
to demonstrate its applicability to large-scale lattice struc-
tures.

1 Introduction
Additive manufacturing has enabled the fabrication of

objects with highly complicated shapes and structures. Re-
cently, increasing attention has been drawn towards model-
ing interior structures of 3D models rather than the exterior
appearance [1, 2, 3]. One important type of interior struc-
tures is the lattice structure, which consists of interconnected
struts. Such structures are lightweight, yet have superior me-
chanical properties [4]. When such lightweight structures
are used in vehicles, less energy will be consumed. More-
over, with carefully designed density distributions, spatially
graded material properties can be realized at different regions
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of a 3D printed lattice structure, which therefore introduces
varied mechanical properties in the part.

When using lattice structures to realize spatially graded
material properties, the number of struts can be huge. In
such a scenario, if triangular meshes (i.e., the de facto stan-
dard representation format in 3D printing) are to be used to
represent lattice structures, the memory consumption can be
extremely high. This poses a significant computational chal-
lenge in applications of large-scale, adaptive lattices struc-
tures. The previously developed out-of-core modeling algo-
rithms (e.g. [5,6]) for lattice structures could handle uniform
or periodical lattice structures but becomes difficult for pro-
cessing large-scale adaptive lattice structures. There is also
prior research [7] seeking to reduce the number of facets in
triangulating a lattice structure. However, when a tremen-
dous number of struts are involved to model lattice struc-
tures, the method will generate too many triangles to run on
a general computer.

To address the aforementioned challenge of large-scale
lattice structures in AM, we propose a memory-efficient
method for modeling and slicing adaptive lattice structures in
large-scales. A lattice structure is represented by a weighted
graph with edges representing struts, nodes representing in-
tersections of the struts, and edge weights specifying radii of
the corresponding struts. The corresponding solid of the lat-
tice structure is locally defined using convolution surfaces
with compactly supported kernel functions. In this way,
the solid’s boundary surface will only be locally generated
when needed. This yields a highly scalable representation for
adaptive lattice structures. In addition, solid models based on
convolution surfaces have naturally blended shape at the in-
tersections of struts, which can avoid the stress concentration
at these regions. Based on the above representation scheme,
a streaming based slicing algorithm for 3D printing is then
developed to demonstrate the scalability of our method –
models with a massive number (up to 100M) of struts can
be successfully handled.

Based on the scalable modeling method, an algorithm



for constructing a lattice structure model in accordance with
a prescribed density distribution is also presented in this pa-
per. The lattice structure is initialized with edges and nodes
of a tetrahedral mesh generated by the method presented in
Ref. [8]. Then, the density in the initial lattice structure is
adjusted to match with the prescribed density in two steps
as tetrahedra subdivision and strut radius adjustment. To fa-
cilitate the printing process, the lattice structure is further
optimized to be self-supported for additive manufacturing.

The technical contributions of our work are:

1. A new memory-efficient representation of lattice struc-
tures that can be employed to solve large-scale modeling
problem of spatially graded material properties.

2. A slicing algorithm in streaming mode to realize the
fabrication of lattice structures with a large number of
struts.

3. A computational framework to reversely design a lat-
tice structure that matches a prescribed density distri-
bution and achieves the optimal self-supporting. This
framework, when combined with the above two contri-
butions, provides a comprehensive and practical pipeline
for modeling and slicing lattice structures.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. After re-
viewing the related works in Section 2, we present the mod-
eling method of large-scale lattice structures in Section 3,
which is followed by introducing a streaming-based slicing
algorithm in Section 4. The computational framework for
constructing a lattice structure according to the required den-
sity distribution is then presented in Section 5. The effective-
ness of our approach is evaluated in Section 6 and our paper
ends with the conclusion.

2 Related Works
In literature, there are numerous techniques of model-

ing complicated geometry for additive manufacturing appli-
cations. Here we only study the most relevant works. More
comprehensive surveys can be found in [9, 10, 11].

Different from conventional methods (e.g., [12, 13, 14])
that generate a full infill inside a part, more and more re-
search studies are being conducted to design distributed in-
fill structures for functionally tailored 3D printing. Exam-
ples include fractal-like space filling curves / surfaces [3,15],
adaptive rhombic grid [16,17], Voronoi diagram based struc-
ture [1, 18, 19, 20], beam-like structure [21, 22], periodic
tiles [23, 24], procedural periodic tiles [25, 2], and voxel-
based structure [26]. Among these approaches, only the
approaches presented in [1] and [3] provide a method to
construct an infill-structure matching the given density field.
However, the demand of self-supporting is not considered
in [1], and thin-shell structures are employed in [3] which
is not able to achieve high sparsity as the lattice structures
studied in this work.

In general, the inner surfaces of a model are represented
by two-manifold triangular meshes, which can be obtained
from different representations, such as voxels in [26], tetra-
hedral meshes in [27], rhombic cells in [16, 17], elliptic cy-

lunders in [19] and extended distance-fields in [1, 2]. In
this paper, we introduce a skeletonal representation of lat-
tice structures by only storing the set of nodes and the edge-
connectivity of a graph as skeletons. The solid can be ef-
ficiently and effectively evaluated from these skeletons by
convolution surface with compactly supported kernel func-
tions. Different from distance-fields, the formulation of con-
volution surface provides highly smooth surfaces at the in-
tersected regions of struts. This can avoid the stress con-
centration at those regions with sharp creases. In addition,
due to local kernel functions used in the convolution surface,
the computation in slicing algorithm can be evaluated in a
streaming manner – i.e., with high scalability.

When additive manufacturing is applied to fabricate
models with complicated geometry, supporting structures
need to be added below the part with large overhang [28,29].
In general, the additional support will lead to the problems of
hard-to-remove, surface damage and additional cost of ma-
terial and fabrication time. For the 3D printed models of
spatially graded density, the additional support may change
the designed density distribution. In literature, many ap-
proaches have been developed to reduce the usage of sup-
porting structures. For example, some methods tried to com-
pute an optimal printing direction to reduce the influence of
supporting structure [30,31]. Different supporting structures
are designed to reduce the volume of material usage, such
as the tree-structures proposed in [30] and the bridge struc-
tures proposed in [32]. Moreover, approaches have also been
developed to generate completely self-supported infill struc-
tures (ref. [16,17,19,26,3]). As a design tool, we propose to
conduct the strategy employed in [33] to deform a model to
reduce the demand of support.

3 Modeling of Lattice Structure
In this section, we will first present the representation of

lattice structures and then formulate its implicit solid by con-
volution surface with compactly supported kernel functions.
After that, we study shape error at the joint regions which
may have over-blending problems.

3.1 Implicit Solid Representation
A lattice structure is represented as a graph of intercon-

nected skeletons Ω, which is stored as a complex-based data
structure Ω = (V ,E) with a set of nodes and a set of edges
being a simplified version of the data structure for general
non-manifold objects [34]. For each vi ∈ V , it defines the
position of a node as vi ∈ℜ3. For an edge e j ∈E , it is repre-
sented as a pair of vertices associated with the radius of the
edge’s corresponding strut as e j = (vs,ve,r j). The solid of a
lattice structure is formulated as an implicit surface defined
around the skeletons.

Given the skeleton representation Ω of a lattice struc-
ture, its corresponding solid is formulated as

S(Ω) = {p | F(p)≤ 0 (∀p ∈ℜ
3)}, (1)



Fig. 1. For a given skeleton model as shown in (a), the solid models generated by distance field have sharp creases – see (b) by using
uniform radius and (d) by using different radii for different edges of the skeleton. Differently, solids with smooth surfaces can be constructed
by our approach in (c) and (e).

where F(·) is an implicit function returning the value pro-
portional to the distance between p and Ω. A straightforward
solution is to use an offset distance function as

F(p) =−D+ min
∀q∈Ω

‖q−p‖ (2)

with D being assigned as D = r j when the closest point of p
is located on the edge e j. This definition based on distance
function has two problems:

1. The closest point of a query p is not unique – there may
be multiple closest points. As a consequence, the value
of D (i.e., the function value of F(p)) is not well-defined
when different radii r js are assigned to different edges in
Ω.

2. Sharp creases are formed at the boundary surface of
solid due to the discontinuity of the distance function
(see Fig.1(b) and (d)). Concentrated stresses can be eas-
ily generated in these regions.

A formulation of F(·) based on convolution surface is em-
ployed in our framework, which can essentially solve these
two problems.

F(p) =−C+
∫

V
h(x) f (p−x)dV =−C+( f ⊗h)(p), (3)

where h : ℜ3 7→ ℜ is a geometric function representing the
skeleton Ω

h(x) =
{

1, x ∈Ω

0, otherwise , (4)

and C is a constant isovalue defined according to the radii
defined on the skeleton edges.

3.2 Representation with Compactly Supported Kernels
To enable the modeling of lattice structures in large-

scale, compactly supported kernels are employed in our

(a) Along an edge (b) Adaptive strut radius by changing ri

Fig. 2. Illustrations for computing the field-value of Fi(p).

method. The local support leads to local modification prop-
erty, which is important for the fast computation of slicing
in Section 4 and also the later density control in Section 5.
Specifically, a quartic polynomial kernel function

f (p−x) =
{(

1−‖p−x‖2/R2
)2
, ‖p−x‖< R

0, otherwise
(5)

with R being the support-size is adopted and its evaluation is
very simple and efficient, as already noted in [35]. Moreover,
a local weight is assigned to each edge to specify the radius
of its corresponding strut, as discussed in [36]. Therefore,
the convolution surface can be defined as

F(p) =−C+ ∑
ei∈Ω

ri

∫
x∈ei

f (p−x)dei (6)

which can be efficiently evaluated. Specifically, for a query
point p, nonzero terms in Eq.(6) only contains the edges with
distance to p less than R. Moreover, the convolution integral
along an edge can be computed by an analytical close-from.
Details are given below.

Without loss of generality, it is assumed that the line of
ei intersects with the sphere (centered at p and radius R) at



two points p1 and p2 (see Fig.2(a)). The valid segment of ei
inside the sphere can be defined in a parametric form as

x(s) = (1− s)p1 + sp2 (∀s ∈ [s1,s2])

with

s1 = max{0,(vs−p1) · (p2−p1)/‖p2−p1‖2},
s2 = min{1,(ve−p1) · (p2−p1)/‖p2−p1‖2}.

As a result, the field value at point p contributed by ei can be
computed as

Fei(p) = ri
∫

ei
f (p−x)dei

= ri
∫ s2

s1

(
1−‖p−x(s)‖2/R2

)2 ds

= ri
15R4

(
3l4s5−15al2s4 +20a2s3

)∣∣∣s2

s1

(7)

with l = ‖p2−p1‖ and a = (p−p1) · (p2−p1).
When the isovalue C in Eq.(6) is fixed, we can adjust the

value of ri to change the radius of strut generated from each
skeleton edge ei. While decreasing the value of ri, a point
with the same isovalue will be closer to ei thus reducing the
strut radius. As illustrated in Fig.2(b), we can reduce the ra-
dius of strut along the direction of the blue arrow by using
smaller value of ri for each kernel function Fei(p). An exam-
ple is given in Fig.1(e) that represents a solid having the same
skeleton as the one shown in Fig.1(c) but using different radii
for struts.

In our formulation, the support size of each kernel func-
tion is not changed even when using different values of ris
for different struts. The support size R for all kernel func-
tions serves as the upper bound for the radii that can be real-
ized by convolution. As a consequence, users can select the
value of R by the range of strut radii that they wish to obtain
(e.g., 1.5× the maximal radius used in our implementation).

Comparing to the convolution solid generated by glob-
ally defined kernels such as Gaussian [37, 38] or by Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) [39], the benefit of convolution by
compactly supported kernel functions is twofold.

1. The evaluation of implicit solid can be conducted in a
out-of-core manner. For evaluating the function value
at a point p ∈ ℜ3, only those kernel functions with the
distance between p and their centers less than R will in-
volve. Therefore, large-scale lattice structures can be
efficiently modeled and sliced in our approach (see the
streaming-mode slicing algorithm presented in the Sec-
tion 4).

2. A convolution surface constructed by compactly sup-
ported kernels will generate less over-blending artifacts
in the region with many overlapped kernels, as demon-
strated by the comparison in Figs.3 and 4. The reason
for this advantage is that over-blending is often caused
by including unwanted contribution from nearby kernels
when computing convolutions, and the limited range of
compactly supported kernels can prevent such unwanted
contribution to some degree.

Both advantages are very important for efficiently and effec-
tively modeling large-scale adaptive lattice structures.

Fig. 3. Comparison of solids generated by our approach (a) and
the Gaussian kernel (b) - both for the skeletons shown in Fig.1(a). It
can clearly be observed that more over-blending artifacts are gener-
ated on the result of Gaussian kernel. The color maps in (c) and (d)
are used to visualize the distance between implicit surfaces and the
‘ideal’ solid as the union of cylinders.

Fig. 4. To visualize the surface distance errors, we generate sam-
ple points in a spherical region with radius as 2.83R – the circled
region shown in Fig.3(c) and (d). Histogram of distances between
sample points to the ‘ideal’ solid is given. For the result with Gaus-
sian kernel, around 40% sample points have the distance more than
6%r. Differently, our result has no sample point with distance more
than 6%r.

4 Slicing
In this section, we present the method for slicing the

solid of a lattice structure efficiently in both memory and
computational time. Benefiting from the locally supported
representation of solids as formulated in Eq.(6), only the
skeleton edges with its swept sphere bounding volume [40]
intersecting the slicing plane P (z) = {p | pz = z (∀p ∈ℜ3)}
will contribute to the field value of F(p). In practice, this can
be detected by a simple condition on the z-value of an edge’s
two endpoints. A set of intersected edges, denoted by Eact ,
can be obtained as

Eact(P (z))= {e j =(vs,ve,r j) | (vz
s−R≤pz)∩(vz

e+R≥pz)},
(8)

where we have vz
s ≤ vz

e without loss of the generality. An
algorithm in streaming mode can be used to generate slices
for 3D printing a lattice structure represented by our method,



Fig. 5. The scanning plane algorithm can efficiently generate slides for fabricating the lattice structure represented by our method in a
streaming mode – only the skeleton edges with their swept solids intersecting with the slicing plane need to be processed.

which is a variant of the scanning line algorithm [41] and the
sweeping plane algorithm [42]. Differently, we are searching
for kernels which contribute to the function value F(p) with
pz = z. The spherical swept volumes of convolution kernels
using the support size R as sphere radius are considered in
our algorithm.

Two lists of edges are constructed in our algorithm: 1) a
list of all edges E in Ω sorted by the z-coordinates (in an as-
cending order) of their ‘lower’ vertices and 2) a list of active
edges Eact according to a slicing plane P (z). With the help
of Eact , the field-value for a point q ∈ P (z) can be computed
by only using the edges in Eact and using Eq.(6). Therefore,
a binary image with a user specified resolution can be gen-
erated by efficiently evaluating if F(q)≤ 0 (inside the solid)
or F(q) > 0 (outside the solid). The resultant binary image
can be directly applied to the Digital Light Processing (DLP)
based 3D printer [43]. Resultant binary images of example
models can be found in Fig.14 in Section 6.

When changing the slicing plane from P (z) to P (z+ t)
with t being the layer thickness, we need to update the list of
active edges. As all the edges in E have been sorted in an
ascending order by the z-coordinate of their first vertex, the
new list of active edges can be efficiently obtained if we still
record the index of the first remaining edge in E . We search
the edges in E starting from this one until reaching an edge
the swept solid of which is completely above P (z+ t). Steps
of our slicing algorithm are given below.

Step 1: Initializing k = 1, z = t
2 and Eact = /0.

Step 2: Repeatedly checking edges e j ∈ E with j =
k,k + 1, · · · ,m until reaching an edge em = (vp,vq,rm)

with vz
p−R > z (i.e., the swept solid of em is completely

above P (z)) and adding all edges e j, j=k,··· ,m−1 into Eact .
Step 3: Checking all edges in Eact and removing an
edge ei = (vs,ve) from Eact if vz

e +R < z (i.e., its swept
solid is completely below P (z)).
Step 4: Evaluating the field value of points on the slicing
plane P (z) by using the kernels defined on all edges in
Eact .
Step 5: Let z = z+ t and k = m;
Step 6: Go back to Step 2 until all planes have been
slices.

The memory usage of our slicing algorithm is very lim-
ited. In summary, only the edges in Eact and the binary im-
age for a slicing plane need to be stored in the main memory.
The rest skeleton edges (i.e., E) for a lattice structure can
be processed in an out-of-core manner. Edges are sorted by
external sorting, which also has a lightweight memeory con-
sumption. Detail statistics of memory consumption (without
counting the external sorting) for example lattice structures
will be provided in Section 6.

Our slicing algorithm can also be applied to generate
G-code of tool-path for filament-based deposition or laser
sintering. First of all, a marching square algorithm [44] is
applied to a binary image to generate the rough boundary
curves of a model. Then, the intersection-free smoothing
and simplification algorithm [45] can be applied to gener-
ate topology-preserved boundary curves of the model. The
combination of the binary image and the marching square al-
gorithm can guarantee that no degenerated case will be given
in slicing, as long as the resolution of the image is large



enough [45]. The bone model shown in Fig.15 is fabricated
by tool-paths generated in this method on a selective laser
melting based 3D metal printer.

5 Computation for Spatially Graded Density
This section presents a framework to automatically gen-

erate a lattice structure according to an input distribution of
density. Given the voxel representation V =Vi, j,k of a given
mesh model M , the required density can be specified for
each voxel Vi, j,k as ρi, j,k. The problem to be solved is to con-
struct a lattice structure Ω inside M so that the density of its
corresponding solid S(Ω) inside Vi, j,k satisfying

ρ(S(Ω)∩Vi, j,k)≈ ρi, j,k (9)

where the density ρ(S(Ω)∩Vi, j,k) is evaluated by the Monte
Carlo integration. Whether a sample point inside the solid
S(Ω) can be evaluated by the implicit function defined in
Eq.(6) efficiently.

5.1 Overview
Our framework for generating spatially graded density

consists of three major parts, which are explained below with
the help of illustration given in Fig.6.

1. Adaptive surface / tetrahedral mesh generation: For a
given mesh model M , we first estimate the target edge-
length in different regions on its surface. An adaptive
remeshing approach akin to [46] is conducted to gener-
ate a surface adaptive mesh. Specifically, for using a ma-
terial with density τ to fabricate a lattice structure with
initial strut radius r for realizing a target density ρ, the
target length L̄ of a tetrahedron can be roughly estimated
as

L̄ = max{4r,Lini} , (10)

where Lini is a solution of the density estimate formula
Eq.(19) that is closest to the average edge length of the
initial given mesh. Detail calculation can be found in
Appendix I. The target lengths at different surface re-
gions are computed by the above equation to control
the result of surface remeshing. After that, a tetrahe-
dral mesh generation method [8] is applied to construct
the volumetric mesh adaptive to the surface mesh. Note
that, the step of surface remeshing is very important be-
cause it is difficult to generate a locally coarse tetrahe-
dral mesh if the surface mesh is dense. After this step,
edges of the tetrahedral mesh are employed to generate
the initial lattice structure Ω.

2. Optimization for self-supporting: When being fabri-
cated by additive manufacturing, supporting structures
need to be added below the large overhangs in Ω. This
will change density on the finally fabricated models.
Therefore, we develop an algorithm to improve the self-
supporting of edges in Ω, which consists of two steps

– the scaling / re-scaling and the vertex re-positioning.
Details are given in Section 5.2.

3. Density matching: After optimizing the self-supporting
of a lattice structure, its density is further adjusted in
the final phase of our framework to match the required
density distribution. This is implemented by applying
local subdivision on tetrahedra and local adjustment for
the radii of struts. Details are given in Section 5.3.

With the help of this framework, we enable the inverse design
of spatially graded density by using lattice structures.

5.2 Optimization for Self-Supporting
For additive manufacturing, supporting structures need

to be added below the region with large overhang, which pro-
longs the printing process and wastes more material. More
seriously, the supporting structures are hard to remove, and
keeping these supporting structures will change the density
distribution of a designed lattice structure. Therefore, it is
important to reduce the demand of support by optimizing a
design.

For all edges in a lattice structure Ω = (V ,E), we de-
fine a metric of self-supporting based on the projected area
of risky regions that are facing down. For an edge e j =
(vs,ve,r j) ∈E , whether it is fully self-supported depends on
the angle θ(e j) between it and the printing direction tP as

θ(e j) = arccos
∣∣∣∣ ve−vs

‖ve−vs‖
· tP

∣∣∣∣ (11)

with tP being a unit vector. For an edge satisfying θ(e j)≤ α,
the strut generated by this edge is fully self-supported. Here
the angle α is the self-supporting angle that depends on the
type of AM process and the materials used. In the rest of our
paper, we conduct a widely used parameter α = π

4 . The set
of fully self-supported edges is denoted as ES.

When θ(e j)>α, a portion of the facing-down surface on
the strut needs to be fabricated by adding supporting struc-
tures. For a cylindrical strut with skeleton as e j, the projected
facing down area is A(e j) = 2r jL(e j) with L(e j) being the
length of e j. According to our analysis on a cylinder, the
percentage of projected area that needs to add support is a
function g(θ) in terms of the angle θ between the cylinder’s
axis and the printing direction. Detail analysis can be found
in Appendix II. For the sake of computational simplicity, we
conduct a polynomial to approximate g(θ). When α = π/4,
it is

g(θ)≈

{
Σ

5
i=0aiθ

i (θ > π/4)
0 (θ≤ π/4)

(12)

where ai = [−0.02,−0.31,1.44,−1.11,0.58,−0.16].
Based on this analysis, we define a metric of self-

supporting for the lattice model as

Γ(Ω) =
∑e j∈(E\ES) r jL(e j)g(θ j)

∑e j∈E r jL(e j)
(13)



Fig. 6. The framework of our method to generate a lattice structure for spatial graded density consists of three major parts – 1) adaptive
surface / tetrahedral mesh generation, 2) optimization for self-supporting and 3) final density matching. By applying the slicing algorithm in
streaming mode, the binary images for every slides can be generated for additive manufacturing.

which is the percentage of projected areas that needs addi-
tional support; the smaller the better. Besides of Γ(Ω), we
also define a length percentage of completely self-supported
struts as

Ψ(Ω) =
∑e j∈ES

L(e j)

∑e j∈E L(e j)
×100% (14)

which is the higher the better.
We develop two schemes to improve the value of Γ(Ω)

on a lattice structure Ω: Scaling Operation (SO) and ver-
tex Position Optimization (PO). As illustrated by the kitten
model shown in Fig.7, these schemes can effectively reduce
the percentage of projected areas that need to add support in
a lattice structure.

5.2.1 Scaling
For a given 3D printing direction tP and an edge e j =

(vs,ve) bounded in a box M as shown in Fig.8, the angle θ

between tP and vsve will become large when they are not
perpendicular. Without loss of the generality, we can assume
tP = (0,0,1), vs = (x1,y1,z1), ve = (x2,y2,z2) and the scal-
ing factor as k. After scaling, the new positions of the edge
become v′s = (x1,y1,z′1) and v′e = (x2,y2,z′2) with z′1 = z1/k
and z′2 = z2/k. Then, we get

θ(vsve) =
π

2
− arctan

(
|z2− z1|

l

)
,

θ
(
v′sv
′
e
)
=

π

2
− arctan

(
|z2− z1|

kl

)
,

(15)

where l =

√
(x1− x2)

2 +(y1− y2)
2. It is easy to find

θ(vsve)< θ(v′sv′e) when k > 1.

(a) Without optm. (b) After SO (c) After PO

Fig. 7. An illustration for demonstrating the effectiveness of our al-
gorithm for enlarging the percentage of self-supported edges, where
edges need to add support are displayed in red color. Two schemes,
the Scaling Operation (SO) and the vertex Position Optimization
(PO), are applied to the lattice structure Ω for a kitten model. The
length percentages of completely self-supported edges are (a) Ψ =
27.97%, (b) Ψ = 41.67% and (c) Ψ = 49.38% respectively.
When the same radius is employed for all struts, the metric of self-
supporting can be significantly reduced from (a) Γ = 0.6275 to (b)
Γ = 0.4830, and then to (c) Γ = 0.3726.

Based on this analysis, we can improve the self-
supporting of a lattice structure during its construction by
scaling. Specifically, we first compress the space for con-
structing the lattice structure by a factor 1/k along the print-
ing direction tP. After constructing the tetrahedral mesh as
an initial lattice structure in the compressed space, we re-
scale the mesh back to the original size by a factor k along the
direction tP. Lattice structures constructed with the help of
this scaling step have more self-supported edges (see Fig.7(a)
and 7(b) for an example). Using k with too large value will
lead to very sparse vertices generated inside a model. More-
over, the quality of tetrahedra can be very poor when using a



Fig. 8. The edges with large overhang generated in a scaled model
(with height collapsed along the printing direction tP – as shown in
the middle) have good chance to become self-supported after being
scaled back to the model’s original height.

large k, which can be quantitatively evaluated by the aspect
ratio on all tetrahedra. In short, the aspect ratio of a tetrahe-
dron Ti is calculated by R(Ti) = hmax/hmin, where hmax and
hmin are the maximum and the minimum distances from a
vertex to its opposite face inside Ti. The ideal value of R(Ti)
is 1.0 and the quality of a mesh is considered as poor when
many tetrahedra have the aspect ratio greater than 5.0. The
histograms of aspect ratios for tetrahedral meshes generated
by using different k are studied to find a good balance be-
tween the quality of mesh and the level of self-supporting
(see Fig.9). According to this study, we usually employ
k ∈ [1.5,1.8] in practice.

5.2.2 Vertex re-positioning
When moving a vertex v, all edges linked to it (denoted

the set as Ev) will be changed. Therefore, we can poten-
tially move the vertices to generate more fully self-supported
edges. We define an objective function to evaluate the self-
supporting property around a vertex v as

J(v) =
∑e j∈Ev riL(e j)g(θi)

∑ei∈Ev riL(ei)
(16)

which need to be minimized. Moreover, in order to prevent
intersections between tetrahedra, the new position of v and
v̄ will be confined in a limited space. The optimization is
formulated as

v̄ = argmin
v

J(v)

s.t. ‖v−o‖ ≤ τ

(17)

where o and τ are the center and the radius of an inscribed
sphere of the polyhedron formed by the vertices incident to
the vertex v. When solving the above optimization problem,
the movement of vertex is conducted along the gradient di-
rection. Together with the step length in every iteration, it
determines how the vertices should be moved to improve the
self-supporting property of the lattice.

The optimization is randomly applied to all the interior
vertices one by one. The iteration stops when 1) no more
vertex can move, 2) no more vertex’s movement can reduce
the value of Γ(v) or 3) the maximum number of iterations

(i.e., 100 used in our implementation) have been reached.
Figure 10(a) gives a histogram chart to show the distribution
of angles between edges and the printing direction tP, where
the vertical axis gives the percentage of edges in terms of
length. Moreover, it is interesting to study the aspect ratios of
tetrahedra before and after position optimization. As shown
in Fig.10(b), the distributions of aspect ratios do not change
too much, which is benefit by constraining the magnitude of
movement in Eq.(17).

5.3 Density Matching
To explore the porosity of lattice structure, we initially

define the radius ri = 2rmin on all edges {ei} with rmin being
the smallest feature size that can be reliably fabricated on a
3D printer. The radii will be adjusted for density matching
below.

To satisfy the density distribution that is already defined
as input of voxel-based function values (i.e., Eq.(9)), two op-
erators are developed to adjust the density given on a lattice
structure.

1. Subdivision: When the density of material inside a
tetrahedron (formed by the struts on its 6 edges) is not
large enough, we would subdivide a tetrahedron Ti into
8 tetrahedra by splitting in the middle of each edge (as
illustrated in Fig.11). From the geometry of tetrahedra
obtained after subdivision, it can be observed that the
newly created edges (except the red one in Fig.11) are
always parallel to one of the 6 edges on Ti. As a result,
the responding edges will be self-supported if the origi-
nal edges of Ti are. The total length of edges is increased
from ∑

6
i=1 li (with lis being the length of a tetrahedron’s

six edges) to lr +2∑
6
i=1 li with lr being length of the red

edge as shown in Fig.11. Therefore, the density in the
volume of the original tetrahedron is more than doubled
when using the same radii for the struts of newly gener-
ated edges.

2. Radii-Tuning: When the density of material inside a
tetrahedron Ti is larger than a target value, we match the
designed density by reducing the value of rk on every
edge ek ∈ Ti. Note that, when changing rk, the radius
of strut on ek is changed monotonically but not linearly
(see Fig.2(b) for an illustration). Note that the minimal
radii of edges should be bounded by the smallest feature
size that can be fabricated by 3D printing.

These two operators are applied in our algorithm to generate
a lattice structure matching the desired density-distribution.

Our algorithm generates the density distribution of a lat-
tice structure according to the input in four steps:

1. First, we assign the desired density ρ̄T to every tetrahe-
dron T by the target density given to voxels in T – the
maximal one is employed when Ti contains more than
one voxels. Here Vi, j,k is considered as being contained
by T when its center is inside T .

2. For each tetrahedron T , we denote its current density
as ρT and the its density after making all edges’ radii



Fig. 9. A study to find the balance between the level of self-supporting (can be enhanced by using large k) and the quality of constructed
tetrahedral mesh (will be reduced by using large k). From left to right, the length percentage of completely self-supported edges Ψ are
27.97%, 41.67%, 52.38% and 79.28% respectively (from left to right). When the same radius is used for all struts, the metric of self-
supporting Γ gives the values of 0.6275, 0.4230, 0.3316 and 0.1271 (from left to right).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 10. Statistic visualization for (a) the histogram of angles be-
tween edges and the printing direction and (b) the aspect ratio of
tetrahedra before vs. after position optimization.

doubled as ρ∗T . When ρ∗T < ρ̄T , we subdivide this tetra-
hedron into 8 tetrahedra recursively until this condition
is satisfied in every new tetrahedron. For a small tetrahe-
dron does not contain the center of any given voxel, the
desired density is evaluated at the center of this tetrahe-
dron by linearly interpolating the densities given at the
centers of voxels.

3. For each tetrahedron T , if it satisfies ρT < ρ̄T < ρ∗T , we
amplify the radii of edges on this tetrahedron by using
the binary searching strategy to match the target density
ρ̄T .

4. Lastly, we check the scaled radii of all edges in every
voxels to generate a more accurate density matching.
Specifically, for every voxel Vi, j,k, we try to determine a
common radii-scaling ratio for all edges intersected with
this voxel so that the density ρi, j,k is matched more ac-

Fig. 11. The subdivision operator for density matching – the den-
sity can be increased by more than doubled after subdivision. Most
of the newly generated edges are support-free, except for the red
one (which is kept in the structure).

curately. If the determined scaling ratio is less than the
current ratio stored on an edge, the ratio is updated by
the newly determined one. After checking all voxels, the
struts of all edges are scaled by the most updated ratios.

After applying these fours steps of our algorithm, the mate-
rial density given on the lattice structure can well match the
desired density distribution.

6 Results and Discussion
The approach described in the previous sections has

been implemented using C++, based on a 4.00 GHz Intel
Core i7-4790K and 16GB memory. Using this implementa-
tion, a variety of case studies and comparisons will be pre-
sented in this section to validate the approach.

6.1 Memory-Efficient Representation
Traditionally, lattice structures are represented as trian-

gular meshes to allow easy integration into the 3D print-
ing pipeline [9]. To convert an implicitly represented lattice
structure (e.g., the scheme used in this work) to a triangular
mesh, the Marching Cubes (MC) method [47] is often used.
However, for large-scale lattice structures, the MC method
produces a huge number of triangles. As can be found from
Table 1, 226M to 2,359M triangles were generated for the



Table 1. Statistic of Triangular Meshes Generated by MC

Models Bunny Bone Finger Kitter-HR

# of struts 123,610 75,484 359,212 14,063,027

Approx. Err. 5% of strut radius r = 0.5mm

Box Size 0.0847 mm×0.0847 mm×0.0847 mm

1368 1384 904 2864

Res. of MC ×1368 ×1384 ×904 ×2864

×1447 ×1826 ×1758 ×2788

# of Triangles 355.7M 304.9M 226.2M 2,359M

Table 2. Comparisons of float numbers (or file sizes) for different
algorithms.

Models Bunny Bone Finger Kitty-HR

# of struts 123,610 75,484 359,212 14,063,027

# of Triangles† (Unit: 106)

MC 355.7 304.9 226.2 2358.6

LSLT 26.91 19.69 27.83 258.7

File Size (Unit: MB)

MC 12551.2 10759.1 789.17 83225.4

LSLT 949.2 695.1 980.9 9128.5

Ours 3.36 0.76 10.7 475.63

†Note that, the number of triangles generated by LSLT are
estimated according to their ratios to the result of MC, which are
provided by [7].

models tested when setting the approximation error as 5% of
the strut radii during triangulation.

Recently, a new method named Lattice Structure
Lightweight Triangulation (LSLT) was proposed to triangu-
late lattice structures [7]. This method can reduce the number
of the generated triangles, as shown by the statistics in Table
2. Nevertheless, it still generated too many triangles (26M
to 258M) for the tested models when the number of struts
increases significantly. As a result, the memory consump-
tion of this method is still too large for slicing and toolpath
planning algorithms to run properly.

By contrast, the proposed method can significantly re-
duce the memory consumption (see the File Size block given
in Table 2). This is essentially achieved by completely drop-
ping the explicit triangular mesh representation scheme, and
instead, by representing lattice structures implicitly using
convolution surfaces with line segments as skeletons. The
corresponding solid models of the lattice structures are gen-
erated on-site in a streaming manner. Table 2 shows the com-
parison of the file size for storing the same lattice structures
with the MC method, the LSLT method, and our method.
Clearly, the proposed method resulted in files with much

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 12. Three examples to demonstrate the function of our ap-
proach in generating lattice structures for density matching: (a) the
input 3D models, (b) the required density, (c) the resultant density
and (d) the resultant lattice structures. Note that, the resultant lat-
tice structures are rendered by directly applying ray-tracing in POV
Ray [48] (i.e., no mesh surface is generated).

lighter size for representing lattice structures.

6.2 Density Matching
Having shown the memory-efficiency feature of the pro-

posed approach, we now move to the effectiveness of our
approach: generating lattices structures that match the pre-
scribed density distribution.

Three models were tested, and the results are given in
Fig.12. The given density distribution took the form of a
voxel set, and each voxel’s density value was evaluated by
applying the Monte-Carlo integration to the implicit solid
models generated by our approach. The corresponding im-
plicit solid models are depicted in Fig.12(d). From Fig.12(c),
our method is found to generate lattice structures that match
the prescribed density (Fig.12(b)) very well.

6.3 Self-supporting Optimization
This sub-section shows the effectiveness of the self-

supporting optimization module of our approach. We com-
pared the raw results from the tetrahedral mesh generation
(Tet-Gen) method [8] with those optimized by ours (i.e., with
two additional optimization steps: SO and PO).

The comparison results are shown in Fig.13, where the
first row gives the results of Tet-Gen, and the second row
is our results. We also report the length percentage of
self-supporting edges Ψ (in Fig.13) and the values of self-
supporting metric Γ (in Table 3). Our method achieved a
50.8% to 73.5% improvement to the Tet-Gen method, as ex-
pected. In addition, from the computation time listed in the
last column of Table 3, Our method is very fast, with all op-
timizations done within three minutes.

6.4 Slicing and Fabrication
In this sub-section, we demonstrate the efficiency fea-

ture of our slicing method (Section 4). All the models previ-



(a) Lattice structures directly generated by Tet-Gen [8] – the values of Ψ

are 30.4% (Teddy), 28.0% (Kitten), 27.7% (Camel) and 29.9% (Horse)

(b) Lattice structures generated by applying the SO and PO steps for
self-supporting optimization in our approach – the values of Ψ are 47.3%
(Teddy), 48.6% (Kitten), 45.5% (Camel) and 49.7% (Horse) respectively

Fig. 13. Lattice structures as infills for four example models – (from
left to right) Teddy, Kitten, Camel and Horse, where the edges need
additional supporting structures in 3D printing are displayed in red
color. It is easy to find our results having much less number of ‘red’
edges. The length percentage of completely self-supported struts Ψ

(Eq.(14)) are reported as well. The values of self-supporting metric Γ

(Eq.(13) are reported in Table 3 for each model by using the constant
radius for all struts.

Table 3. The statistic for self-supporting optimization by measuring
the values of Γ(Ω) in Eq.(13)

Our self-supporting optm.

Model Fig. Tet-Gen [8] SO SO+PO Time (sec.)

Teddy 13 59.7 48.8 30.1 171.3

Kitten 13 63.5 47.9 37.0 120.2

Camel 13 63.1 50.0 37.3 89.3

Horse 13 60.7 54.8 33.8 92.5

Cube 6 60.4 47.3 40.3 22.6

∗All models are evaluated by using the same radius for all struts.

ously tested have been sliced using this algorithm. Fig. 14
shows the resultant binary images of three of them: the
bunny model, the bone model, and the finger model. Based
on the binary images, we printed out the Bunny model to
further validate our slicing algorithm, as shown in Fig.16. A
DLP 3D printer was used, and the method presented in [43]
was chosen to generate supports wherever necessary.

A result of bone model is fabricated by a Selective Laser
Melting (SLM) based metal 3D printer (as shown in Fig.15)
– the dimensions are 19.2mm× 12.6mm× 26.7mm. After
generating the binary image for each slice, the contour of
boundary is generated by the method of [45] and the zigzag
toolpath is employed to fill the interior region. The model
was fabricated in 9.5 hours. The printer has a 500W IPG
fiber laser and a 25µm beam size.

Fig. 14. The binary images obtained by slicing lattice structures (the
ones shown in Fig.12) represented by our method.

Fig. 15. A bone model with lattice structure generated by our ap-
proach as shown in Fig.12 – the metal model is fabricated by a SLM
3D printer).

Table 4 gives the memory consumption and the time us-
age statistics in slicing those models. As our method works
in a streaming manner, the consumed memory and time is
layer dependent, rather than model dependent. Specifically,
the memory and time have a positive correlation with the
maximal number of struts intersecting with a specific slicing
plane, as confirmed by the statistics in Table 4. For all the
tested models, the slicing algorithm is observed to generate
correct binary images fast and memory-efficiently.

Our approach is very scalable for models even with a
huge number of struts. Although the size of models that
can be 3D printed is currently limited by the hardware made
available, we demonstrate the method’s scalability by us-
ing a lattice structure with more than 101M struts (i.e., the
Kitten-HR model as shown in Fig.17). When generating bi-
nary images for 3D printing, the maximal number of inter-
sected struts is about 1M with the maximal memory-usage
at 447MB. This fits quite well in a commercially available
computer system.



Table 4. Statistic for our slicing algorithm

Max # of Used Resolution Time

Model Intersected Mem. of (Sec.)

(# of Struts) Struts (MB) Images / Slice

Teddy 1,720 22 1536×768 0.10

(17,462)

Kitten 38,439 88 1489×1368 18.82

(122,925)

Camel 2,642 43 1456×728 1.10

(12,241)

Horse 1,152 35 1592×796 0.09

(16,301)

Finger 21,490 97 1808×904 15.63

(359,212)

Bone 17,303 87 2768×1384 14.50

(75,484)

Bunny 26,069 146 3648×1824 26.47

(123,610)

Kitten-HR 1,061,866 447 5728×2864 347.23

(101,514,060)

Fig. 16. A bunny model with lattice structure generated by our ap-
proach as shown in Fig.12 – the model is fabricated by using a Con-
nex Object350 3D printer.

7 Conclusions
An implicit modeling technique is presented in this pa-

per for large-scale adaptive lattice structures, which have a
lot of applications in additive manufacturing. Starting from
the edges of a graph, the solid of an initial lattice struc-
ture is defined using convolution surfaces with edges of
the graph as skeletons. Different from the methods based
on distance-field, solids defined by convolution surfaces are
highly smooth at the knots with complex topology. This

Fig. 17. We are able to model and slice a lattice structure with mil-
lions of struts (14,063,027) by the streaming mode. Here the solid
implicit model generated by our method is rendered by direct ray-
tracing [48].

gives better mechanical strength than the solids with creases.
Benefit from the local support formulation of convolution
surface in our approach, the representation is very memory-
efficient as only skeletons needs to be stored and the slicing
of solids can be efficiently computed as only limited number
of skeletons are involved in computing the intersection. This
results in a highly scalable approach – lattice structures with
more than tens of million struts can be effectively modeled
by our method.

The functionality of our approach has been demon-
strated in the application to generate an adaptive lattice struc-
ture matching the given density distribution. The matched
density is achieved by two operations: structural subdivision
and strut-radius adaptation. The results are quite encourag-
ing, where the desired densities are realized at all places in-
side a given 3D model. For those regions need to add sup-
porting structures, the finally realized density on a physically
fabricated model could be larger than the desired one when
using single-material 3D printing. Although this will not re-
duce the mechanical strength in the model, we plan to model
supporting structures by convolutional surface in an unique
representation. As a consequence, the lattice structure fab-
ricated by single-martial 3D printing can also match the de-
sired density precisely.

Moreover, in the future work, we plan to use this method
for designing lattice structures with different spatially graded
physical properties such as a heat exchanger with large sur-
face area within a small volume, an energy absorber toler-
ating great deformation at a low stress level and an acoustic
insulator with its large number of internal pores. In all these
application, the convolution surface based modelling method
proposed in our work can show great advantages in its effec-
tiveness and scalability.
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Appendix I: Estimate Target Edge-Length of Tetrahe-
dron

Given the edge length of a regular tetrahedron as L, the
tetrahedron’s volume is

Vtet =

√
2

12
L3 (18)

We then calculate the volume of beams inside the tetrahe-
dron, which consists of two parts – the cylindrical regions
and the spherical regions (see Fig.18 for an illustration).

1. The cylinder volume of an edge with length L and ra-



dius r is Lr2π, which has the volume
√

3r3π overlapped
with two spheres with radius r centered at the edge’s
two endpoints. The dihedral angle of every 2 faces of
tetrahedron is Arccos

( 1
3

)
. A tetrahedron has six edges,

thus we have the volume of the cylindrical part inside
the tetrahedron

Vcylinders = 6Arccos
( 1

3

)
(L−2

√
3r)r2

2. The sphere at a vertex has the approximate volume
Vsphere = 4

√
3πr3. A tetrahedron has 4 vertices, and the

steradian Ω of each vertex could be calculated as

Ω = α+β+ γ−π = 3Arccos
( 1

3

)
−π,

where α, β and γ are dihedral angles of a vertex. We can
have the total volume at all the corners as

Vcorners =
32
3

(
3Arccos

( 1
3

)
−π
)

r3.

When using material with density τ to realize the target den-
sity ρ inside the tetrahedron, we should have

ρVtet = τ(Vcylinders +Vcorners).

This leads to a density estimating formula as

ρ = 2
√

2
(

9Arccos( 1
3 )r2

L2 − ((96−18
√

3)Arccos( 1
3 )−32π)r3

L3

)
τ.

Note that, the volume of merged struts estimated in the above
way has some errors as the volume in overlapped regions of
sphere and cylinders are double counted (see the red region
shown in Fig.18). However, as the purpose of this estimation
is only to generate a target length for remeshing, this approx-
imation will not influence the final result of density match-
ing. The volume of S(Ω) in our density matching framework
is computed by Monte-Carlo integral with reference to the
implicit solid.

When the target density ρ is given, the formula can be
rewritten into a cubic polynomial equation to estimate the
target edge-length of the surface mesh,

L3 + pL+q = 0, (19)

where

p =−18
√

2Arccos
( 1

3

)
τr2/ρ,

and

q =−
((

192
√

2−36
√

6
)

Arccos
( 1

3

)
−64
√

2π

)
τr3/ρ.

According to Cardano formula, and it is easy to approve the
discriminant for the roots ∆ =

( q
2

)2
+
( p

3

)3
< 0, so this equa-

tion has three different real solutions:

L1 = (h1)
1
3 +(h2)

1
3 ,

L2 = ω(h1)
1
3 +ω2 (h2)

1
3 ,

L3 = ω2 (h1)
1
3 +ω(h2)

1
3 ,

where h1 =− q
2 +

√( q
2

)2
+
( p

3

)3, h2 =− q
2−
√( q

2

)2
+
( p

3

)3,

ω =
−1+
√

(3)i
2 . Assuming the average edge-length Lcur of

the current mesh, Lini, the one in {L1,L2,L3} being closest
to Lcur will be selected as a possible estimation of the target
edge-length L̄. And in order to avoiding the vanish of an
edge, the edge-length should be not less than 4r. In short, we
can have the following solution for L̄

L̄ = max{4r,Lini}.

Appendix II: Ratio of Risky Projected Area
In this appendix, we derive the formula to calculate the

ratio of risky projected area on a cylinder that needs addi-
tional supporting structure for 3D printing. All the analy-
sis is conducted on a cylinder with unit radius, unit length
and bottom-circle’s center located at the origin o. In its ini-
tial configuration, the cylinder’s axis is aligned with the z-
axis. Then, the parametric representation for a point on the
bottom-circle as q(φ) = (cosφ,sinφ,0).

Without loss of the generality, any strut with the angle θ

between its axis and the printing direction tP (see the illus-
tration in Fig.8) can be considered as rotating around x- and
z-axes and scaling the unit cylinder. Only rotating around
x-axis will change the ratio of projected area that needs to
add supporting structures. Considering the rotation matrix
around x-axis as Rx(θ), a point on the bottom-circle becomes

p(φ) = Rx(θ)q(φ) = (cosφ,sinφcosθ,sinφsinθ).

Therefore, the surface normal of any point on this circle is
n = p(φ)−o = p(φ).

Considering the condition to add support as

n · tP <−sinα,

we can determine the portion on the circle to add support by
determine the range of φ that make

n · tP = p(φ) · tP = sinφsinθ <−sinα.

Here we apply tP = (0,0,1).
Now we project the circle back onto the xy-plane. For

any θ ∈ (0,π/2), projection of the bottom-circle gives an el-
lipse with width a= 1 and height b= cosθ. The critical point
that changes from self-supporting to support-needed can then
determined by solving the elliptic equation and the equation
embedding n · tP =−sinα, which can be

p2
x +p2

y + sin2
α = cos2 φ+ cos2 θsin2

φ+ sin2
θsin2

φ = 1.

Therefore, we have{
p2

x +
p2

y
cos2 θ

= 1,
p2

x +p2
y = 1− sin2

α.

By elimination, we obtain(
cos2 θ−1

)
p2

x = cos2 θ−1+ sin2
α,(

1− 1
cos2 θ

)
p2

y =− sin2
θ

cos2 θ
p2

y =−sin2
α.

As a result, the solution of φ as φ0 that satisfies the above two
equations can be obtained when the values of θ and α are
given. In short, we have py =

sinαcosθ

sinθ
= sinφ0 cosθ, which

results in the value of φ0 as



Fig. 19. When α = π/4, this figure shows the projected ellipse of
the bottom-circle of a cylinder with different θ, where the red arcs
indicates the risky regions. The ratio of risky region is evaluated as
the arc length ratio of the red region vs. the total elliptic arc.

Fig. 20. The 3D shape of g(θ,α) as a height field of (θ,α).

φ0 = arcsin( sinα

sinθ
).

Since p2
x ≥ 0 and (cos2 θ−1)< 0, we should let cos2 θ−1+

sin2
α < 0 to ensure there is a solution for px. This leads to

sin2
α ≤ 1− cos2 θ = sin2

θ, which actually requires θ > α

for risky area (i.e., area needs additional support).
The ratio of risky region for the whole projected area can

be evaluated as the ratio of arc length in the region φ> φ0. As
illustrated in Fig.19, the ratio of the red curve’s length on the
whole ellipse is the ratio of risky region. As a consequence,
we derive the following general formula for g(θ,α) as

g(θ,α) =


0 (sinθ≤ sinα),∫ φ0

0 (sin2
φ+ sin2

θcos2 φ)
1
2 dφ∫ π

2
0 (sin2

φ+ sin2
θcos2 φ)

1
2 dφ

(sinθ > sinα).

(20)
The corresponding shape of g(θ,α) is given in Fig.20.

To ease the computation of g(· · ·) in optimization, we
approximate it by polynomials as follows.

g(θ,α)≈

{
0, (sinθ≤ sinα)

Σ
5
i=0Σ

5
j=0ai, jθ

i
α

j (sinθ > sinα)
(21)

with

ai, j =

10−1×


−5.15 31.71 −56.03 34.12 −5.45 0.43
26.36 −127.20 164.41 −67.87 4.99 0
−38.00 134.20 −106.20 25.86 0 0
17.79 −49.65 1.64 0 0 0
0.60 6.60 0 0 0 0
−1.66 0 0 0 0 0

 .
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